
EXCLUSIVE VENUE CHANNEL  

PROMOTE TO FANS/FOLLOWERS  

GO LIVE - EVENT

MERCH OFFERING

NEW REVENUE



ALL ABOUTALL ABOUT  
FANSFANS
They make it possible; Showing up for every 
show, singing every word of every song, 
shopping your merch, downloading music, 
and even donating to causes they care 
about. Their love and support will only grow 
when you engage them on FanPass! 



ALL ACROSS THE GLOBEALL ACROSS THE GLOBE  
FANS WANT TO CONNECTFANS WANT TO CONNECT

& STAY CLOSE& STAY CLOSE
All fans want a place they can go to connect, 
listen, and stay in touch with their favorite 
artist. Regardless of the times- good or bad-
both artists and fans can meet, engage, and 
chat all on the virtual “FanPass” stage.



EXCLUSIVE FAN PASSEXCLUSIVE FAN PASS  
CHANNELCHANNEL
Each qualified artist receives an exclusive 
FanPass channel, built specifically to their 
needs. Inviting fans to communicate with 
each other and experience everything their 
favorite artists have to offer all in one 
place. Grow, support, and inspire your fans; 
Turn on New Revenue for YOU.



++450450KK

EUROPEEUROPE NORTH AMERICANORTH AMERICA

++640640KK

LATIN AMERICALATIN AMERICA

ENGAGE & MONETIZE ENGAGE & MONETIZE 
GLOBAL FAN BASEGLOBAL FAN BASE
Connect fans around the world to a one of a kind experiences 
are designed, with tailored content, Live Events, exclusive VIP 
opportunities, merch offerings, shout outs, and more! From 
the diehard fan to the casual listener, your exclusive FanPass 
Channel will keep them coming back and bring a new 
revenue stream from fans around the globe.

++337700KK
NEW TICKET HOLDERSNEW TICKET HOLDERS

++1.41.4MM  GLOBAL FANS GLOBAL FANS 

NEW MONTHLY NEW MONTHLY 
REVENUEREVENUE$



YOUR CHANNEL BECOMESYOUR CHANNEL BECOMES  
A COMMUNITY A COMMUNITY 
IN MOTIONIN MOTION   
The Fan Pass platform was built and 
designed with technology that organically 
encourages fan sharing, posting and 
communicating. These fans will build 
momentum for artist events, causes 
and general merch sales. Data and analytics 
allow each artist to reach fans with specific 
messages and offers tailored to their 
desires, with no restrictions on the artist.



NEW REVENUE ON NEW REVENUE ON   
EVERY LEVELEVERY LEVEL
FanPass creates an ecosystem that 
embraces fans at every level, feeding 
those fanatics and growing those more 
casual fans into passionate ones. Through 
a combination of free content, impromptu 
artist live chats, Live events, merch 
offerings, and opportunities to give back, 
Fan Pass builds communities of dedicated 
fans that are hungry for more. 



GET READY ...TO GO LIVE!

STEP 1

SCHEDULE 
YOUR

LIVE EVENT

STEP 2

NOTIFY  
THE

FANS

EXCLUSIVE
 MERCH OFFERINGS 

 FOR FANS

STEP 3

GO LIVE 
WITH

FAN PASS 

VENUE PROMOTER REQUIREMENTS


